
At a Glance (FY2023/3)

Chemicals

3,900 products

Toll processing

50 different services

R&D expense

¥1.9 billion/year

Europe
3

companies 

Southeast Asia 
and India

16 
companies

Japan

16  
companies

East Asia  
(excluding Japan)

14  
companies

North 
America

6  
companies

We have built a network that covers Southeast Asia, China, 
Europe, and the United States to deliver optimal products and 
services to our customers timely and reliably.
 We are building close relationships with our customers 
worldwide and providing vital support to them.

Our core technologies modify metal surfaces and impart new 
functions to them. We support all areas of industry with surface 
modification technologies developed based on nano-level sur-
face analysis and the elucidation of reaction mechanisms.

We provide technologies to customers that add a range of 
functions to the surfaces of all materials, including sliding prop-
erties, heat resistance, insulation/conductivity, hydrophilicity/
hydrophobicity, heat dispersion, heat insulation, and bonding 
of different materials.

Net income attributable to  
parent company

¥9.9 billion

Our strengths: 01

Our strengths: 02

Our strengths: 03

Global network

Number of employees in the Group:

4,317

Number of affiliates

55 

Including equity method affiliates

Total net sales 

¥119.1 billion

Total net sales 

¥119.1 billion

Unique technological capabilities 
to benefit society

Providing a broad range of products 
and services to all industries

Paint foundation for 
automobiles

70%

Non-consolidated: 943
*As of March 2023

Ratio of net sales by region

(Based on customer location)

Ratio of net sales by business segment

(After elimination of internal transactions)

ROE

6.1%

Dividend payout ratio 
(consolidated)

46.5%

Net sales

¥119.1 billion

Equity ratio

70.3%

Operating income

¥12.6 billion

Chemicals business

45%

¥52.9 billion

Japan

53%

¥63.1 billion

Toll processing  
business

39%

¥46.7 billion

Europe and the US

9%

¥11.0 billion

Engineering  
business

14%

¥16.7 billion

Asia

38%

¥45.0 billion

Other

2%

¥2.8 billion

The strengths we have accumulated since our foundation

(Our source)

Market share of Japanese 
automakers worldwide
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Who We Are


